


World Water Crisis:
1.1 billion people lack access to clean drinking water!!!
Women spend 200 million hours a day collecting water!!!
Every 21 seconds a child dies from a water-related illness!!!
The Earth has been polluted beyond our ability to cleanse it!!!
Pollution Continues to contaminate the earth at an alarming rate!!!



Where is the Worlds Water?

97.5% of the water is undrinkable saltwater, which leaves 2.5% fresh 
water.  70% of the fresh water is locked in Polar Ice Caps, leaving the 
World with just 30% of 2.5%, less than 1% of the Worlds water is fresh. 

Untouched Fresh Water sources can be found everywhere in the World. 
The Humidity in the air is the largest untapped fresh water resource!!!



Fresh Water “New Gold”; Future Wars Over Water:



Fresh Water “New Gold”; Future Wars Over Water:

Invest Like a Billionaire: Water Is The New Gold

Last year, legendary investor Warren Buffet bought a water treatment 
provider, Nalco Holding Company, adding to other water-related 
investments in his wildly successful portfolio. 
Apr 1, 2010 / By Tatiana Serafin

“Is water the gold of the 21st century?” asks Fortune. 
Answer: Yes, water is the New Gold for investors this century.

In 2010 global water generated over a half trillion dollars of revenue. 
Global world population will explode from 7 billion today to 10 billion 
by 2050, predicts the United Nations and over one billion “lack access 
to clean drinking water.” 



Fresh Water “New Gold”; Future Wars Over Water:

The World Bank estimates 
water availability will 
change dramatically by the 
middle of this century, 
leading to what some have 
called “WATER WARS.”



Fresh Water “New Gold”; Future Wars Over Water:
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Will water supplies provoke World War III?  

Extreme climate change and a global scarcity of vital resources 
could prove to be an explosive combination. Start with one 
simple given: the prospect of future scarcities of vital natural 
resources, including energy, water, land, food, and critical 
minerals.  This in itself would guarantee social unrest, 
geopolitical friction, and war!!!

By Michael Klare



Solution to this crisis is H2OLiquidAir!!!

H2OLiquid Air’s mission statement is: 

“To improve health and quality of life for people all around 
the world, by way of providing easily obtainable high quality 
pure drinking water and to provide a solution to the current 
global contaminated drinking water problems”. 

H2OLiquidAir is Turning on the 
Tap to the Ocean in the Sky!!!



Solution to this crisis is H2OLiquidAir!!!



We have developed new product proto-type ideas to re-enter 
the market globally as well as in the USA.

These products will be developed under joint venture 
partnerships established by H2OLiquidAir International. These 
joint venture partners will be in different regions of the World 
for global expansion.

The newly developed 
products will be designed with 
different features to penetrate 
different markets and pricing 
points suited for each new 
market will be established.



H2OliquidAir has a commercial machine manufacturing partner, 
which allows the company to sale the equipment needed to 
establish bottled water facilities in most parts of the World.

Bottling the Water:



On The Cutting Edge Of A Water Revolution!



Turning On The Tap To The 

Ocean In The Sky!!!

Become Our 

Partner 

Today!


